
This Stemless Wine and Water Glass fits perfectly with 
The Wine Glass to create a beautiful table setting.

The shape of the bowl follows the exact curvature of The 
Wine Glass, meaning this stemless version can be used as a 
wine or water glass, retaining all the tasting benefits of the 
generous tulip shape.

Wash your glasses on the top rack of the dishwasher. Make 
sure that you are using the proper detergents for your 
machine and, where relevant, water softening agents. We 
recommend using Finish products. 

If you cannot wash your glasses in a dishwasher, you can 
wash these by hand. We suggest simply running the glasses 
under warm water with a little detergent and then placing 
them gently on linen to drain before polishing with our extra 
large lint-free polishing cloth. Be careful not let the glasses 
touch the sink, rings, or other washing up items as this can 
lead to chips in the glass, or even breakages.  

The products in this collection are made with lead-free glass 
which makes them resistant to clouding. If you do notice 
clouding on your glass then you will need to wash with 
water-softening, glass-specific detergents or even vinegar.

Pairing wine expertise and refined design, the Jancis 
Robinson Collection is the result of a truly collaborative 
cross-disciplinary partnership with world-renowned wine 
expert Jancis Robinson, OBE, MW. 

The collection is completed with a Stemless Wine and 
Water Glass and two decanters, all of which have been 
mouth-blown by master craftspeople in Slovenia using 
beautifully bright, gossamer thin, lead-free crystal. 
Despite their seemingly delicate nature, the glasses have 
been designed with practicality in mind, and as such are 
dishwasher safe. 
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CAPAC IT Y

DIAMETER
HEIGHT

CRYSTAL

WEIGHT

125ml*
115mm
90mm
95.6g**

Our Crystal is mouth-blown in Slovenia, a country 
world-renowned for its glass-making heritage.
We are in awe of the skill and precision that goes into 
glassblowing and cutting, which is why each of our 
crystal collections have been made using 
century-old techniques that have been passed down 
through generations.

SKU CODE

4.2fl oz*
4.5”
3.5”
3.4oz**

all measurements are shown in mm

125ml suggested Sommelier pour

*measurement reflects the capacity
 the product is designed to hold.

**+/- 15% weight range given due to the fact that 
these are mouth-blown, handcrafted products.
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DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

Set of 2 | RBJR03
Set of 6 | RBJR04


